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Racism in the Justice System  
       
 
 
1.  Introductory Comments  
 
I take this opportunity to acknowledge the Traditional Owners – people on whose land we 
meet today.  
 
I am honoured to be asked to speak at such an event especially to raise issues that 
concern me from my jurisdiction (and where my People’s country is): the Northern 
Territory of Australia.  
 
Racism continues in the Northern Territory’s Justice system.   
 
Recent statistics show continuing and alarming incarceration rates of Aboriginal people. 
The rates keep growing while the populist, ‘tough on crime’ policy and legislative 
response affects Aboriginal people disproportionately - Adults, Male, Female and Youth. 
You only have to look at the lead-up to the recent NT election to observe the then 
Opposition CLP’s promises to cut crime by 10% each year, to add 100 additional police, 
crack down on anti-social behavior in parks, and to introduce mandatory sentencing for 
assaults aggravated by being committed on public officers. You have to wonder whether 
any thought at all has been put into how these policies might impact disproportionately on 
Aboriginal people. 
 
The damning statistics demand a response.  But what do the numbers actually tell us? Is 
it that the justice system continues to struggle to accommodate the needs of our First 
Nation Peoples? Perhaps they reflect a lack of political will to provide for our basic rights 
and respond to the complex realities faced by our communities.  Or perhaps these 
realities simply build on decades of discriminatory policies and legislation that have 
entrenched disadvantage for Aboriginal people. 
 
I will look at why these shameful stats are so high. I will also consider sentencing, bail 
and parole and look at federal and Territory legislation that create particular anomalies 
for Aboriginal people when they face court. 
 
The NT government is responsible for law and justice in the NT, and I speak today as the 
Anti-Discrimination Commissioner of the Northern Territory.  I also speak as a proud 
Indigenous man of Larrakia, Wadjigan and Central Arrente descent who has personally 
experienced racism in many forms.  
 
I remember sitting in the front row of Court 1 of the Darwin Magistrates Court as a 
recently admitted Lawyer, waiting for proceedings to commence.  It was a Monday 
morning.  While sitting there, I was approached by a court orderly who advised me that 
the front row was for lawyers and that I had to sit in the second row directly behind my 
lawyer.   
 
This wasn’t really that long ago, and it shocked me. I had just completed 4 years of study 
as a mature aged student with 2 small children and a mortgage. Reminding myself to be 
respectful (as taught by my culture), I pleasantly advised the orderly that I was a newly 
appointed lawyer conjuring up the strength to face my start in the world of criminal law, 
that this had now shattered my confidence, and that I was really sorry for her ignorance.  
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Sadly, and to my amazement, not long after she walked away, another orderly headed 
towards me.  I could see the first orderly trying to grab her attention to avoid the same 
thing happening again.  It did.  
 
So, I am going to talk today about a justice system within which racism is alive and well.     
 
2.  Systemic Racism 
 
I receive a significant amount of feedback from Aboriginal people across the NT, face-to-
face, by phone and people stopping me in the street, who are very concerned about what 
they perceive as an unfair justice system that disproportionately incarcerates Aboriginal 
people.  This only reinforces my concern, the depth of which has been strengthened by 
two recent Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) reports –  
 

� ‘Criminal Courts Australia 2010-11’  released on 24 February 2012 
(http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Products/C26A8007AA64707ACA2579
AD0017EB48?opendocument) and 
 

�  ‘Corrective Services Australia’  report for the December 2011 Quarter, released 
on 15 March 2012 
(http://www.ausstats.abs.gov.au/ausstats/subscriber.nsf/0/FE20620B4800D622CA
2579C100126DBE/$File/45120_december%202011.pdf).  

 
 
The Corrective Services Australia report highlights that while most Australian jurisdictions 
are recording decreases in prisoner numbers, the Northern Territory’s have increased by 
14%. We boast the largest proportional increase in imprisonment rates in Australia with 
772 prisoners per 100,000 head of adult population. 
 
The picture painted by the Criminal Courts Australia report is similarly disturbing.  It 
shows that in the 2010-11 year, an average of 9% of guilty defendants across Australia 
had custodial orders imposed. 4% were sentenced to custody in a correctional institution, 
4% to fully suspended sentences, and 1% sentenced to custody in the community (Table 
3.7).  In stark contrast, the proportion of custodial orders in the NT was 32% (see Table 
3.3).1  It is unfathomable that almost one third of all NT sentences are sentences of 
imprisonment.   
 
It is also the case that these outcomes have a disproportionate impact on Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander defendants.  More than half (54%) of guilty Northern Territory 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander defendants were sentenced to custodial orders 
compared to 28% of guilty non-Indigenous defendants (see Table 3.12).2  It is sad, if not 
surprising, therefore, that in December 2011 nearly 84% of NT adult prisoners (1095 out 
of 1309) were Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander (Corrective Services Australia). 
 

2011 saw the 20th Anniversary of the Final Report of the Royal Commission into 
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. The report made 333 recommendations and highlighted 
the systemic disadvantage faced by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and 
which resulted in higher rates of incarceration and a high rate of deaths in custody. 

                                       
1  
2 See: http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Products/18A08B76F6E59B28CA2579AD0017EBA8  
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Many of those recommendations still have not been implemented. Indigenous 
incarceration rates in the NT have considerably increased despite the focus of the Royal 
Commission being to reduce prisoner numbers.  

The over-representation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders at all stages of the 
criminal justice system, and especially in our prisons, raises issues of indirect 
discrimination. Factors to consider include over-policing; inadequate access to 
interpreters; lack of understanding of complex court proceedings; inequitable access to 
justice; the cultural inappropriateness and inaccessibility of court proceedings; insufficient 
bail options; a dearth of non-custodial sentencing options (particularly in remote and 
regional areas); and restrictions on non-custodial options available for violent offenders 
(where Aboriginal defendants are over-represented).  
 
3.  Sentencing 
 
For too long, and contrary to public perception, imprisonment has been the sentencing 
starting point in the NT, rather than the sentence of last resort. There are many reasons 
for this including the constraints that mandatory sentencing has placed on our courts. Our 
current sentencing practices place primary weight on deterrence and denunciation and 
our ever-growing prison numbers speak to this. Without question, our courts are the 
toughest in Australia and yet the evidence shows that this has done little to make our 
community safer.  It is a failed policy.  
 
When jail is over-used it ceases to be a deterrent. Our focus must be on re-directing from 
prison those who are sentenced to short sentences and who consequently will have little 
opportunity to participate in rehabilitative programs. Prison must be reserved for those at 
the end of the line and for whom there is no other alternative. 
 
I also draw your attention to two statutory sentencing provisions that arguably are racially 
discriminatory in nature and impact.  One is the recently commenced s16AA of the 
Commonwealth Crimes Act enacted as part of the Stronger Futures in the Northern 
Territory package to replace section 91 of the NT National Emergency Response Act. 
s16AA seeks to restrict the extent to which a court can consider cultural practices or 
customary law in bail and sentencing proceedings.  I will return to this section a little later, 
but first I will discuss S104A of the NT Sentencing Act. 

3.1  The effect of S104A of the Sentencing Act (NT) 

Section 104A of the Sentencing Act (NT) empowers a Court to receive such information 
about the offence and the offender as it thinks fit to assist it to impose an appropriate 
sentence.  This can be offered in submission from the bar table, is not required to be 
verified on oath and does not need to be disclosed to prosecutions prior to submissions.  
Courts are also routinely provided with personal references from third parties (employers or 
other community members) in relation to offenders. This material is rarely required to be 
verified on oath or provided to the prosecution prior to the hearing.  Courts can consult with 
third parties – victims and other members of the relevant community – to help inform the 
sentencing process. 

Section 104A requires that where the court is receiving such information in relation to an 
aspect of Aboriginal customary law (including any punishment or restitution under that 
law), or views expressed by members of an Aboriginal community about the offender or 
the offence concerned, the information can only be received from a party to the 
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proceedings for the purpose of enabling the court to impose a proper sentence or make 
an order for restitution or compensation. 

 
In addition, the Court may only receive the information if it is presented to the court 
pursuant to a process where the defence first gives notice of an intention to raise relevant 
information in sentencing and the nature of the evidence, where the prosecution has an 
opportunity to respond, and the information must be given as evidence on oath, an 
affidavit, or a statutory declaration. 
 
Section 104A was inserted into the Sentencing Act by the Sentencing Amendment 
(Aboriginal Customary Law) Act 2004 (Act No. 1, 2005) and commenced on 16 February 
2005.  
 
The amending legislation was introduced by Dr Toyne, then NT Minister for Justice and 
Attorney-General. In his second reading speech3 he suggested that the amendment 
reflects the Government’s response to recommendations contained in the Report of the 
Committee of Inquiry into Aboriginal Customary Law and the views of the NT Criminal 
Court of Appeal expressed in Munungurr v the Queen4. 
 
Although the Minister said that the amendment reflected the Report and the decision of 
the appellate court, it is important to note that: 
 

• None of the recommendations in the Report into Aboriginal Customary Law 
support a limitation on the court’s powers in the terms of s 104A. On the contrary, 
a provision which limits the court’s power to take account of Aboriginal customary 
law or to receive the views of Aboriginal people on sentencing matters would 
appear to be the antithesis of the principles behind the recommendations in the 
report.5 

 
• Moreover, nothing said by the appellate court in Munungurr supports a limitation 

on the court’s power in the terms of s104A. The views expressed in Munungurr 
concern the proper exercise of the court’s power to take account of Aboriginal 
customary law or the views of Aboriginal people. In fact, one of the reasons why 
the appeal was allowed in that case was because the judge at first instance did 
not have proper regard to the views of the offender’s community as expressed in a 
document which, had s 104A then been in force, the court would have been 
required to ignore. 

 
Section 104A removes or qualifies the legal rights which Aboriginal people would 
otherwise enjoy as ordinary citizens by placing an additional hurdle before information in 
relation to an aspect of Aboriginal customary law or views of members of an Aboriginal 
community about the offender or the offence can be considered. This is a hurdle which 
does not exist for non-Aboriginal people. 
 
The unfairness and discriminatory application of this section is shown in the process by 
which an Aboriginal defendant is able to present a character reference to the court. For a 

                                       
3 http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nt/bill_srs/saclb2004448/srs.html  
4 (1994) 4 NTLR 63 (see at 72-74) 
5 Report of the Committee of Inquiry into Aboriginal Customary Law, Published by the Northern Territory Law 
Reform Committee @ http://www.nt.gov.au/justice/docs/lawmake/ntlrc_final_report.pdf pg31 
Recommendation 7 – A community sentencing model. The Committee recommends a model allowing for 
community input into the sentencing of offenders, for adoption by Aboriginal communities and the courts. 
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member of an Aboriginal community to provide a character reference for a defendant, the 
procedural requirements of s 104A must be complied with including the presentation of 
the reference in the form of a statutory declaration or affidavit, or giving evidence on oath. 
The defendant must also advise the court of their intention to present the information and 
give the prosecution an opportunity to respond. As noted above, these conditions do not 
apply to non-Aboriginal people providing work or character references for use in court.   
 
Impact on Community Courts 
 
Section 104A also impacts on Community Courts that have been operating under a 2005 
guideline issued by former Chief Magistrate Hugh Bradley.6 It should be noted that 
Community Courts have no statutory basis, and that they provide a process through 
which a Court can receive information from community members in relation to sentencing 
(and therefore fall within the broad terms of s 104(1) of the Sentencing Act). 
 
Community Courts provide a meaningful way for Aboriginal communities and offenders to 
engage with the criminal justice system. They provide an opportunity to focus on 
rehabilitation, restoration and responsibility through the involvement of community Elders 
and, in appropriate cases, family members of both the defendant and victim. The 
Aboriginal Legal Service in the Top End has been involved in many successful 
Community Courts where all parties experience a real sense of justice having been done. 
 
Section 104A is incompatible with the operation of Community Courts. It prevents the 
Court from receiving views expressed by members of an Aboriginal community or 
information about Aboriginal customary law from anyone not ‘a party to the proceedings’, 
thereby excluding Community Court members. In any event, it would require that any 
information provided by members of the Community Court be given with notice and in the 
form of sworn evidence.  
 
Encouraging Aboriginal Communities and Elders to participate actively in court processes 
has been shown to work in Australia and internationally. It improves understanding of 
court processes, helps retain fundamental community respect and authority structures 
and also allows Elders to take some responsibility for justice issues in their community.  
 
In the community of Lajamanu, the Elders’ comprised Law and Justice Group is a 
positive model of community responsibility for law and justice issues. The model is 
unique in its utilisation of the combined expertise of Magistrates and Elders and assists 
with communicating with defendants in their first language.  
 
Other impacts of Section 104A 
 
The procedural requirements of s104A also prove onerous as a result of significant 
practical barriers for people living in Aboriginal communities. Some lack sufficient literacy 
(or confidence in formal communication) to prepare the requisite material unaided. 
Moreover, because Aboriginal Legal Services do not have permanent staff in many 
remote communities, they usually cannot prepare statutory declarations or affidavits prior 
to court. Indeed, in some cases they do not have access to any office space or interview 
facilities that can be used to speak to clients and witnesses on the day of Bush Courts. 
Court lists are often long and there is limited time available for each matter to be 
prepared. Leaving the appropriateness of these conditions to one side, the practical 
reality is that ALS solicitors have limited, if any, capacity to prepare, print and copy 
                                       
6http://www.nt.gov.au/justice/ntmc/docs/community_court_guidelines_27.05.pdf#search=%22Community%22  
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documents so as to allow for notice to be given and for affidavits or statutory declarations 
to be filed where necessary. 
 
Invalidity 
 
It is also arguable that s 104A offends the right to equality before the law protected by 
s10 of the RDA considering that the purpose or effect of s 104A is to diminish the rights 
of Aboriginal people to equal treatment before the courts in relation to sentencing. 
 
Consideration should be given to repealing s 104A. Whilst I do not challenge the views of 
the NTCCA in Munungurr, I respectfully suggest that the Court’s concerns are best dealt 
with by: 
 
• Removing the limitations on a court’s power to receive information in relation to an 

Aboriginal person’s customary law or from his or her community.  
 
• Regulating these issues in a way which is not targeted at Aboriginal people. 
 
• Adopting procedures for the admission of evidence on sentence that are practical and 

allow for some flexibility, particularly given the circumstances that prevail in remote 
communities. This is vital to avoid diminishing the rights of Aboriginal people. 

 
 
3.2 The Impact of S16AA of the Commonwealth Crimes Act 
 
The content of section 91 of the Northern Territory National Emergency Response Act, was 
recently amended and enacted as section 16AA of the Commonwealth Crimes Act as part 
of the Stronger Futures package. This restricts the purposes for which a court can consider 
cultural practice and customary law issues in bail and sentencing proceedings when dealing 
with Aboriginal defendants.  

In 2006, as Commonwealth Shadow Attorney-General, Nicola Roxon responded in the NT 
Law Society's Balance publication to a call for Customary Law considerations to be 
removed in relation to Aboriginal people: 
 

"(C)ustomary law is not an excuse, or defence, to violent crimes. Customary law can only be 
taken into account in mitigation of sentence. The age of the accused, their cultural 
background and any traditional punishment can all have an effect on the sentence delivered 
by the Court. 
 
To lawyers, of course, this is not an unusual concept - the age, background, religion, 
contrition etc. are always taken into account and argued in mitigation  for any defendant 
convicted of any crime. The conviction and the sentence are  always separate. The factors 
that caused a crime to occur, or explain a defendant's conduct in any way will always be 
considered. Should this right be denied to Indigenous people, when it is applied to everyone 
else? That wouldn't be fair." 7  

 
The Attorney’s 2006 arguments appropriately highlighted fundamental justice issues. All 
defendants should be able to raise relevant matters in the bail and sentencing process, 

                                       
7 Federal Labour’s Say on the Customary law debate, NT Law Society's Balance publication, 3/2006, By 
Nicola Roxon MP, Federal Shadow Attorney General, pgs 12-13 
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including, where relevant, Aboriginal culture.  The relevance of the matters to the offender 
or their offending should be determined by the Court.  
Precluding certain considerations for Aboriginal people in bail and sentencing is 
discriminatory, unfair and denies to Aboriginal people the same rights that apply to 
everyone else. 
 
It is also of note that the Chief Justice of the Northern Territory and Justice Southwood of 
the NT Supreme Court both made similar public statements about the importance of the 
Courts having discretion to consider customary law in sentencing and bail proceedings. 
 
Justice Southwood in R v Wunungmurra8 was critical of the effect of section 91 of the 
NTNER Act (the predecessor of s16AA) because it: 
 

precludes the sentencing court from taking into account information highly relevant to 
determining the true gravity of the offence and the moral culpability of the offender,9  

 
and that: 
 

... the section obliges the sentencing court to give proportionally more weight to the physical 
elements of the offence and the extent of the invasion of the rights of the victim and less 
weight to the motivation for committing the offence. Again the objective and the subjective 
elements are inextricably linked.10 

 
Chief Justice Riley recently said on the occasion of the Centenary of the NT Supreme 
Court that a consequence of section 91 is that “Aboriginal offenders do not enjoy the 
same rights as offenders from other sections of the community. It seems to me this is a 
backwards step.”11 
 
So, while I share the Australian Government's view that the protection of Aboriginal women 
and children in the NT is paramount we also should note as did the then Shadow Attorney 
Roxon that banning Customary Law does nothing to heighten protections for women and 
children.  There are other ways to do so, for example, as currently is the case, by prohibiting 
Customary Law being used as a defence for crimes. 
 
These limitation provisions also send a very harmful message to Aboriginal people. For 
most, if not all, culture is not only integral to their lives, but key to any effort to improve 
community safety. Prohibiting courts from considering Customary Law reinforces the 
message that Customary Law is not respected and does not have equal value. 
 
This message is deeply troubling and significantly undermines the Australian Government’s 
professed aims of working in partnership with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. 
If we are serious about addressing the extreme overrepresentation of Aboriginal people in 
the criminal justice system we need to ensure that it is meaningful and relevant for them. 
This is not to advocate for a separate judicial system but to urge recognition of Aboriginal 
ways within the mainstream justice system. 
 

                                       
8[ 2009] NTSC 24 
9 at para 25 of Judgement[2009] NTSC 24 
10 at paragraph 27 of Judgement [2009] NTSC 24 
11 See: 
http://www.supremecourt.nt.gov.au/media/documents/Riley_CJ_Centenary_Speech_30052011.pdf#search=%22cente
nary%22, p 6. 
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As the then Shadow Attorney pointed out in 2006, 
 

"It's not culture and customary law that causes rape and abuse, it's the breakdown of culture 
and customary law. We cannot stabilise dysfunctional remote communities without
 reinforcing both customary and non-Indigenous law. "12 

 
I entirely agree with these comments and respectfully suggest that this crucial ingredient is 
missing from our current efforts to reduce Aboriginal incarceration rates in the Northern 
Territory. 'Stronger Futures' has significantly increased police resources in remote 
communities, but there has been limited focus on reinforcing customary law. Court 
processes need to be more understandable and meaningful for Aboriginal people, 
especially those from remote communities who may speak English as a third or fourth 
language. 
 
3.3  Mandatory Sentencing 
 
Mandatory sentencing laws are arbitrary, often disproportionate to the crime and do not 
allow regard to be had to the circumstances of offenders.13 They also can breach Australia’s 
obligations under international law,14 in particular the Convention on the Rights of the 
Child15.  
 
Mandatory sentencing in the NT applies to a large number of offences including property 
offences, sexual offences, offences of violence, drug offences and breaches of domestic 
violence orders.16 It mostly applies in the adult jurisdiction although occasionally extending 
to the youth justice jurisdiction. 
 
Some examples of the application of mandatory sentencing laws In the NT demonstrate 
their pernicious impact on the administration of justice: 
 

• a person who has never been in trouble before would have to go to jail if they hit 
another person and caused harm which ‘interfered with their health’ (a threshold 
which is determined in each individual case); 

• a person who commits a Common Assault (for example, merely touching another 
person) and had been in trouble for the same thing 18 years ago must be sent to 
jail; 

• a person who breaches a domestic violence order by telephoning the protected 
person at Christmas having previously been in trouble for breaching a domestic 
violence order will be at grave risk of being incarcerated; 

• I also have been told by Aboriginal Legal Service (ALS) lawyers that Police have 
suggested they choose to proceed by way of a formal charge for possession of a 
small quantity of cannabis rather than issue an infringement notice because they 
want a first ‘strike’ recorded.  If that defendant committed a similar offence in the 
future then they would face mandatory sentencing. 

 
Mandatory sentencing prohibits a Magistrate or Judge from considering relevant factors that 
may have contributed to the offending or be applicable to sentencing. Studies have 

                                       
12 Ibid at n9 pg13 
13 Australian Human Rights Commission, Mandatory Detention Laws in Australia, 
http://www.hreoc.gov.au/human_rights/children/mandatory_briefing.html accessed 14/12/09. 
14 For example, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, articles 9, 10, 14, 24, 2 and 26 and 50. 
15 See articles 2, 3, 4, and 40. 
16 See ss. 78, 78BA, 78BB Sentencing Act (NT), s37(2), Misuse of Drugs Act (NT), s.121 Domestic and Family Violence Act (NT)  
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consistently shown that mandatory imprisonment has little deterrent effect.17 Consequently, 
mandatory sentencing, for all its rhetoric of being “tough on crime”, does little to reduce 
offending and build safer communities. Moreover, the greater level of contact of Aboriginal 
people with the criminal justice system in the NT means that mandatory sentencing 
disproportionately affects us and contributes to greater Aboriginal incarceration rates. 
 
A change of approach is needed.  We need to give the judiciary more, not less ability to get 
to the underlying causes of offending and play their part in meaningfully addressing them.  
Importantly, we need to send a message that the particular circumstances of 
disadvantage that Aboriginal defendants suffer can and should be appropriately weighted 
in sentencing.  
 
We can see one such approach in NSW where the Fernando principles18 provide a 
framework within which to sentence Aboriginal defendants. The principles do not entitle 
Aboriginal defendants ‘to get off lightly’ because of their Aboriginality. Rather, they put 
into practice the principle that indirect discrimination can occur if we treat all offenders the 
same and don’t take account of racial or ethnic differences.  
 
The Fernando principles provide that where an Aboriginal defendant comes from a 
background of disadvantage that arises by virtue of their Aboriginality, then it is 
appropriate for that experience to ‘throw light’ on the sentence to be imposed.  For 
example, if that background can be shown to have involved exposure to violence and/or 
alcohol abuse, lacked structure or discipline at home, involved educational deprivation 
and such circumstances are related to their Aboriginality, then a court may place more 
weight on these factors than otherwise they might have.  So, if we want to change the 
status quo of imprisonment being the starting point and not a sentence of last resort, then 
the Fernando principles should be enshrined in the NT Sentencing Act.  Amended 
guiding principles in that Act should direct courts that imprisonment is the sentence of 
last resort and that the disadvantage an Aboriginal defendant encounters linked to their 
Aboriginality must be taken into account.  
 
Strong guidance must be given to the judiciary that applying the Fernando principles 
“may assist in the framing of an appropriate sentencing order that serves each of the 
punitive, rehabilitative and deterrent aspects of sentencing.”19  We also can look to the 
Canadian Criminal Code as providing a straightforward wording: 
 

‘All available sanctions other than imprisonment that are reasonable in the circumstances 
should be considered for all offenders, with particular attention to the circumstances of 
aboriginal offenders.”20 

 
Two things loom large in the lives of Indigenous people that repeatedly are backed up by 
grim statistics: death and imprisonment. 20 years ago a crisis with the treatment of 
Indigenous people in the justice system warranted a Royal Commission into Aboriginal 
Deaths in Custody. Today the overrepresentation is greater and growing. Governments 
have ignored the RCIADIC recommendations and through mandatory sentencing 
legislation, continue to infringe upon one of the foundation principles of democracy in this 

                                       
17 See, for example this evaluation of the NT’s previous mandatory sentencing regime: 
http://www.nt.gov.au/justice/policycoord/documents/statistics/mandatory_sentencing_nt_experience_2
0031201.pdf  
18  (see R v Fernando (1992) 76 A Crim R 58). 
19 R v Pitt [2001] NSWCCA 156 per Wood CJ 
20 The Criminal Code of Canada Section 718.2(e), 
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country, an independent judiciary.  I simply note here the wisdom of recommendation 91 
of the Royal Commission which stipulated that governments which have not already done 
so should legislate to enforce the principle that imprisonment should be utilised only as a 
sanction of last resort.  
 
Judges and magistrates should be allowed to do their duty without political interference.  
Yet in the Territory both major parties have in some shape or form supported mandatory 
sentencing.  The new NT Government has been elected with a pledge to add more 
offences to the list, including a 3 month minimum jail sentence for assaults on anyone 
serving the public.21 Generally, the Bench has shown that it can do a damn fine job in 
balancing punishment and rehabilitation along with community expectations and safety. 
 
3.4  Bail 
 
Although the legislation is not explicitly discriminatory, the operation of bail in the NT is 
often unfavourable to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. I will look at this for 
both adults and young Indigenous people.    
 
Adults and Bail 
 
The socio-economic circumstances of many NT Aboriginal people often make them poor 
bail candidates. Aboriginal offenders are more likely to have unstable residential and 
employment histories, high levels of transience, substance abuse issues, and prior 
criminal records. They rarely are able to offer a surety to guarantee bail. For Aboriginal 
youth, the absence of a suitable ‘responsible adult’ for bail purposes also contributes to a 
greater number being remanded.  
 
More Aboriginal people go to jail because of the system’s inflexible approach.22  Research 
shows that “[t]he likelihood of a prison sentence is greatly increased if the offender has a 
lengthy prior criminal record, has been convicted of a serious violent offence or breaching 
a court order or has been convicted of multiple concurrent offences.”23 In NSW, research 
established Aboriginal defendants were more likely than non-Aboriginal defendants to 
have these factors present.  
 
The tightening of the NT Bail Act in recent years to increase the number of offences that 
carry a presumption against bail has also substantially increased the numbers of 
Aboriginal people refused bail and remanded in custody.  By way of example, a defendant 
charged with common assault who has a conviction for a violent offence in the last 5 years 
faces a presumption against bail. So too does a young defendant charged with consensual 
sexual intercourse with a child under the age of 16 years where both parties are of 
approximate age.  
 
Consequently, unless an almost faultless bail application is made, bail will almost certainly 
be refused. Many Aboriginal people are simply not in a position to make such an 
application which frequently leads to grave injustice, with defendants seeking to defend a 
charge, having bail refused and spending months in custody on remand pending hearing 

                                       
21 http://www.abc.net.au/news/2012-07-10/taxi-driver-attack-man-jailed/4121978  
22 J. Fitzgerald, NSW Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research, ‘Why are Indigenous Imprisonment 
Rates Rising?’, p. 6. Viewable at: 
http://www.lawlink.nsw.gov.au/lawlink/bocsar/ll_bocsar.nsf/pages/bocsar_mr_bb41 
23 Ibid 
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for allegations that may subsequently be shown to be spurious or for which they are 
sentenced to a period far less than the time spent on remand.  
 
Despite a clear legislative intention for options to be available to enable a person to 
overcome a presumption against bail where they are assessed as suitable for a prescribed 
rehabilitation program, no such programs have been prescribed. Consequently, despite 
the exorbitant financial and social costs associated with incarceration, and the 
disproportionate number of Aboriginal prisoners, straightforward initiatives have not been 
implemented to improve access to bail and thereby reduce the number of Territorians held 
in custody on remand. 
 
The other section in the Bail Act that may indirectly be discriminatory is s24 which sets out 
the criteria to be considered in bail applications.  These include:  
 

• the probability of whether or not the person will appear in court; 
• the person's background and community ties, as indicated by the history and 

details of the person's residence, employment and family situations and, if 
known, the person's prior criminal record; 

• any previous failure to appear in court pursuant to a recognizance of bail; 
• a risk of violence or intimidation of witnesses; 
• any other risk to safety or welfare. 

   
Bail is unlikely to be granted to homeless or transients, to those charged with serious 
offences or without ready access to transport to return to court. This reality probably 
disproportionately affects Aboriginal people. Aboriginal people amount to 29.9%24 of the 
Territory’s population with a majority living in remote locations. Many have English as a 
second or subsequent language and can struggle to understand bail conditions or when 
they are due to reappear in court. Their socio-economic situation can make it difficult to 
find practical and affordable ways of returning for court appearances, often hundreds of 
kilometres from their usual residence. Thus they risk breaching their bail conditions, and 
risk fines or imprisonment in addition to reducing the chances of being granted bail in the 
future.  
 
I emphasise that meeting bail requirements is more onerous for a remote-living Aboriginal 
Territorian. Overcrowding is common while employment is almost non-existent. There is 
negligible public transport, and depending on the time of year you could be rained in or be 
expected to pay insurmountable costs to fly out. It is little surprise then that on the first day 
of the March 2012 quarter, the rate of unsentenced incarcerated Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander prisoners in the NT, per 100,000 adult Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
population, was  635.7, well above the national rate of 551.5.25 
 
Young people and Bail and Remand 
 
Great barriers exist for young Aboriginal people when seeking bail or in complying with bail 
conditions. Given that young people tend to be placed on strict bail conditions regardless 
of the circumstances or seriousness of their alleged offence, a young person before the 
courts for a relatively minor matter can be required to comply with conditions such as a 

                                       
24  As at 30 June 2010 per NT DOJ Research & Statistics 
25 ABS, Corrective Services Australia, March Quarter 2012, p26, available at 
http://www.ausstats.abs.gov.au/ausstats/subscriber.nsf/0/E24D0D86973D65BCCA257A1C001104EC/$File/
45120_march%202012.pdf.  
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curfew; residential requirements; restrictions on going to specific locations or contacting 
certain people; as well as rigorous reporting and supervision requirements.  
 
Such conditions can impact negatively on the opportunity for Aboriginal young people to 
be involved in positive social activity. For example, they may not be allowed to attend a 
Blue Light Disco, or go to football or other sports training because it is outside curfew 
hours. Likewise, a young person may not be able to attend remote Cultural Business 
because of a residential requirement or attend family gatherings because of non-
association conditions naming other young relatives. 
 
Such conditions can damage the fabric of families. I have heard of situations in Central 
Australia where families are unable to support a young person’s residence at the family 
home due to the disruption of regular police checks of their house to ensure compliance 
with curfew conditions. In one case I know of, parents reluctantly had to withdraw the 
opportunity for a young person to reside with them on bail because multiple nightly police 
checks meant interrupted sleep, their being exhausted at work and younger siblings being 
exhausted and unable to concentrate at school.  The result was that this young person 
was remanded in detention. 
 
It is disappointing that even in communities with strong Aboriginal representation the 
application and policing of bail can lack cultural appropriateness. Residential or non-
association conditions that preclude a young person from attending remote Cultural 
Business or family events can minimise a young person’s community connectivity and 
sense of responsibility. Residential conditions and the policing of them can lack 
responsiveness to cultural factors. In one case in Alice Springs a young person was 
conditionally breached for not complying with a residential bail condition. He was bailed to 
stay with family in a specified Town Camp house. That house, like most, was overcrowded 
and there was no bedding available for him on a particular night so he slept next door with 
relatives.  Despite being informed of the circumstances police arrested him. 
 
I am also concerned by anecdotal reports about how much time young people spend in 
custody on remand with respect to matters that do not ultimately result in a custodial 
sentence.  The 2011 NT Youth Justice Review revealed appalling issues in relation to 
young people being refused bail and remanded in custody.  In 2009-10, 165 young people 
were in custody on remand and 64 were in custody as a result of being sentenced. That is, 
for every 4 young people in custody, almost 3 are there because they could not get bail. 
 
I am also extremely concerned with the obscene proportion of young people in custody 
who are Aboriginal. NT Department of Justice statistics state that approximately 90% of 
young people in detention are Aboriginal.26  The outrageous reality is that the NT’s youth 
justice facilities are full of Aboriginal young people. And, as if this was not bad enough, it is 
full of Aboriginal young people - many of whom should not be there.  
 
The Youth Justice Review referred to the Commonwealth Doing Time—Time for Doing 
report which noted: 
 

“One of the biggest growth rates in relation to detention for Indigenous juveniles is in 
remand. These are not children who have actually been convicted of anything but, because 

                                       
26 Northern Territory Department of Justice, NT Correctional Services Annual Statistics 2008-2009 (2009) 8  
 www.nt.gov.au/.../NTCS%20Annual%20Statistics%202008-09_EBook.pdf  
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they are unable to meet bail conditions, often because they do not have functional homes to 
go to, they either breach their bail or do not get bail in the first place.” 

 
The Review also noted the Doing Time finding that “‘the single biggest factor in being 
unable to comply with bail conditions is the lack of appropriate accommodation available to 
young offenders whilst they are awaiting sentencing.’ While these comments were made in 
relation to NSW they equally apply to the Territory.” 
 
I am pleased to be able to say that the former NT Government took the recommendations 
of the NT Youth Justice Review extremely seriously, including by implementing 
Recommendation 1: That a youth justice unit, with statutory authority, be established 
within a government department and that it have responsibility for administering and 
coordinating services and responses to young people in, or at risk of entering, the youth 
justice system.  I understand that addressing bail issues is one of the Youth Justice Unit’s 
foremost priorities. I am hopeful that the current NT Government will maintain the same 
commitment to the recommendations of the Review. 
 
In my view, it is crucial that justice reinvestment approaches be considered. It makes no 
economic sense to house young people in detention. Correctional Services say that it 
costs $592 a day to keep a young person in detention. It would be far cheaper to provide 
alternatives in the community.  More importantly, it would avoid exposing young people to 
the actual and potential harms of being in a custodial environment while also potentially 
allowing them to benefit from community-based interventions to address the factors that 
contributed to their alleged offending.  Urgent attention is needed to provide a range of 
suitable interventions. This should include specialist drug and alcohol rehabilitation centres 
that only work with persons under 18. Many adults are released on conditional bail to 
reside at facilities of this nature. Surely young people should have the same opportunity.  
 
More resources also are needed to support parents and guardians to supervise young 
people who are bailed into their care. Typically, if there are concerns about bail 
compliance, a curfew will be included, and police can attend a young person’s residence 
at any hour of the night. But why not adapt this model to have a youth worker or Aboriginal 
mentor work with the family to see that basic needs are met, to assist with setting up social 
activities, and to respond quickly to issues as they arise and before they escalate? We 
need to be creative. Most importantly, we need to involve Aboriginal people in the 
decision-making process to identify the appropriate response in a young person’s 
particular circumstances. 
 
Maybe it’s time for the new NT Government and the new Youth Justice Unit to assist the 
expansion of services such as this, operated by Aboriginal organisations, rather than 
developing new models that are to be wholly delivered by government. 
 
4  Concerns with prisons, juvenile detention and mental health facilities 

 
In addition to the alarming increases in prisoner numbers, I am particularly concerned by 
the situation of detainees and prisoners: the amount of time spent in lockdown, access to 
programs and education, and access to health services. 
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Young people 
 
Indigenous young people comprised 92.6% of the total monthly daily average of young 
people in detention.  In addition to concern about the sheer numbers, I am also anxious 
about the conditions in which some are detained.  
 
In 2011, following a spike in youth detention and insufficient capacity at the Don Dale 
Detention Centre for young detainees in Darwin, the NT Government hurriedly opened a 
centre in Alice Springs co-locating it with the adult Alice Springs Correctional Centre.  This 
is a minimum security cottage alongside other prison minimum security cottages around 
which a fence has been built.  It was then declared  a youth detention centre. The outdoor 
areas of the complex allow visual and audio communication with low security adult 
prisoners and as such contravene Australia’s obligations under the Convention on the 
Rights of the Child. When it is full, as it has been, young people are held for lengthy 
periods in the Aranda House Holding Centre. Originally operating as a very short-term 
facility, some young detainees have complained about the fact that they cannot see the 
sky at the Holding Centre. 
 
Operational issues have also raised concerns, particularly in Alice Springs. Incidences of 
lock downs and solitary confinement have been reported. One young person said that he 
felt he was going crazy because he hadn’t been able to speak to any other detainees for a 
number of days and was mainly locked in his cell with little opportunity for activity.  While 
discipline is important for a detention centre, we should also expect them to provide 
properly for the mental health and social and educational development of young 
detainees.  
 
Similarly, the quality of facilities in the Darwin Correctional Centre for adults is abysmal. It 
currently accommodates over 800 prisoners despite being built for a capacity of 160. 
 
Mental Impairment  
 
Part IIA of the NT Criminal Code includes two options with respect to people who are 
found to have a mental impairment or to be unfit to stand trial. A person found unfit27 to 
plea or who is found not guilty on the grounds of mental impairment at the time of the 
offence must either be subject to a supervision order or released unconditionally.  
Protection of public safety makes it rare for a person to be released unconditionally if they 
have been involved in criminal offending. 

Supervision Orders may be either custodial or non-custodial.  Custodial Supervision 
Orders commit the person to custody in prison or another appropriate place where the 
Department of Health advises that there are appropriate services or facilities available for 
the custody, care or treatment of the person.  

In the NT, there are, as of the past few weeks, two appropriate places that provide twenty 
four hour secure care. Prior to this, persons subject to Custodial Supervision Orders 
generally were detained in maximum security prisons in Alice Springs or Darwin.   

                                       
27 – there’s 2 circumstances – unfit to stand trial and not guilty by reason of insanity – All fixed – both 
can lead to a supervision order. 
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A forensic facility, built adjacent to the prison in Darwin, will be finished in 2014 and will 
provide an alternative to incarceration in prison for people with mental impairment related 
to mental illness and cognitive impairment.28   

Currently, the large majority of people incarcerated under Custodial Supervision Orders 
are Aboriginal men. Although Part IIA of the Criminal Code requires major and periodical 
Court reviews of supervision orders, the considerations are the same: whether the person 
should be released unconditionally and whether there is an appropriate place for them to 
be committed.  Effectively, most of these detainees are subject to indefinite detention in 
the absence of appropriate community facilities.  The Court has few options but to confirm 
a supervision order and continued indefinite incarceration. Given most people subject to 
Custodial Supervision Orders experience cognitive impairments for which there are no 
cure, their situations rarely change sufficiently to warrant a change to their order.  

One young Aboriginal man has been in the Alice Springs Correctional Centre for four 
years on a minor assault charge. Had he not been ill and pleaded guilty he would likely 
have faced no more than a few months imprisonment.  

There is a much greater issue beyond the relatively small number of prisoners affected by 
Part IIA orders.  This is the incidence of mental health and cognitive impairment issues 
amongst prisoners more generally. It is likely that the number of prisoners with such an 
impairment is significantly higher than officially recognised or recorded. If you include 
people with a mental illness alongside those with an intellectual disability and acquired 
brain injury (including from foetal alcohol spectrum disorder) then we must be seriously 
concerned about the extent of the problem and what to do about it. At a recent meeting 
with the Alice Springs Correctional Centre it was estimated that they currently incarcerate 
over 100 people with some form of cognitive (mental) impairment. Needless to say there 
are not nearly enough services available at that prison to assist all affected prisoners.  
 
5. Police Interviews and Diversion 

I am concerned about what I have been told about police practices in relation to electronic 
records of interview with Aboriginal people, especially young people.  Where an Aboriginal 
person in custody indicates that they wish to seek legal advice prior to an interview 
commencing, police are obliged to facilitate this.29  Police will phone the applicable 
Aboriginal Legal Service’s 24-hour on-call service for a solicitor to provide advice to the 
person in custody. If a person says that they do not wish to participate in an interview, the 
lawyer will advise police that the person wishes to exercise their right to silence. 

But, rather than accepting that advice, the experience of Aboriginal legal services is that 
the pretext of ‘putting the allegations to the person’ is used to proceed with the interview. 
In my view, this is an extremely dangerous practice which seriously undermines a person’s 
human and legal rights.  Aboriginal people are in a position of particular vulnerability in 
relation to police. When a person, particularly a young person, is in a room with two police 
officers telling them that this is ‘their chance to tell their story’, many will participate in an 
interview contrary to their own interests or intentions because they think that they have to 

                                       
28 I am aware of 15 people, not all of whom are Aboriginal, on supervision orders, however not all of 
these are custodial. 
29 See Police General Orders. 
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or don’t realise that by refuting police propositions they are in fact participating in the 
interview. 

Safeguards need to be included to protect Aboriginal people’s rights in police custody, 
including: 
• Ensuring that Aboriginal legal services are immediately notified of all Aboriginal people 

in custody and adequately funded to respond to this advice; 
• That Police not interview people when their legal representative has indicated their 

client’s unwillingness to participate in the interview; 
• Using simple language and where appropriate, ensuring interpreters are present, to 

explain the caution and a person’s rights;  
• Ensuring that interview techniques provide a clear point at which a person is directly 

asked after the caution whether or not they want to continue; and 
• Not holding a person in police custody for lengthy periods of time.  

6.  The Urgent Need for an NT Aboriginal Justice Ag reement  

The last occasion on which the Government of the Northern Territory reported on the 
implementation of the Recommendations of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths 
in Custody was 1996/97.  Any momentum to commit to the RCIADIC recommendations 
has slowed to a crawl since then.  Meanwhile incarceration has increased.  
 
One way to ensure that the Royal Commission’s recommendations are not forgotten is to 
address them in a systematic way.  For Aboriginal people, this could be done through a   
comprehensive Indigenous Justice Agreement with the Territory Government, an accord 
which would set out the issues which face Indigenous people in the justice system and an 
action plan for dealing with these issues.   
 
It is my understanding that Tasmania and the NT are now the only state and territory that 
have not developed Aboriginal Justice Plans. In the NT, despite extensive negotiations 
between the Attorney’s representatives and Indigenous agencies, no Indigenous Justice 
Agreement has ever been finalised. Following the demise of ATSIC, the Attorney indicated 
that such an agreement was no longer necessary. 
 
In their excellent cross-jurisdictional study of Aboriginal Justice Agreements, Allison and 
Cunneen30 observed that the jurisdictions without Aboriginal Justice Agreements are also 
those “where specific justice agencies such as the police or correctional services have 
been least likely to develop any form of current strategic framework relating to Indigenous 
justice issues.”31 

But an Aboriginal Justice Agreement must be more than just a piece of paper; it must 
ensure the extensive and ongoing involvement of Aboriginal people. Allison and Cunneen 
noted that compared to other jurisdictions, the Victorian Aboriginal Justice Agreement 
(VAJA): 

“has been more effective in providing for ongoing Aboriginal ownership of, and participation 
in, strategic policy development. The creation under the VAJA framework of well-

                                       
30 Allison, F., & Cunneen, C. (2010). The role of Indigenous justice agreements in improving legal and 
social outcomes for Indigenous people. Sydney Law Review, 32(3), 645-669 
31 Allison & Cunneen, at 654 
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coordinated state, regional and local community-based justice structures, involved in 
implementation of regional and local justice plans, represents the successful application of 
engagement principles.”32 

 
Moreover, Aboriginal Justice Agreements must be rigorously and regularly evaluated.  The 
independent evaluation of the VAJA structure suggests that it has been “effective in 
building, and embodying the goals of, effective partnerships” and “provides the most 
effective example of ensuring maximum Indigenous participation in all facets of the 
development, implementation and evaluation of an IJA”. 33 

Aboriginal Justice Agreements in other States and Territories have led to tangible change, 
including a reduction in incarceration growth rates. In this regard, I note just some of the 
initiatives that have come about as a direct consequence of the Victorian AJA: the 
Aboriginal Justice Forum; the Regional Aboriginal Justice Advisory Committee network; 
the Local Aboriginal Justice Action Committee network; the Koori Courts (Magistrates' 
Court, Children’s Court and County Court); the Local Justice Worker Program; the Koori 
Offender Support and Mentoring Program; Aboriginal Wellbeing Officers and Aboriginal 
Liaison Officers; and so on.34 

If the NT is serious about dealing properly with Aboriginal justice issues, it is imperative 
that immediate steps be taken to develop an Aboriginal Justice Agreement. It is only 
through this process that meaningful responses to Aboriginal justice issues will be found.35  
 
7.  Call for an Inquiry into Systemic Racism in the  NT Justice System  
 
In a recent letter to the NT Government I requested the development of a plan to reduce 
incarceration rates with targets against which to report in specified timeframes. 
Importantly, I also suggested the establishment of an inquiry pursuant to section 13(1)(f) of 
the Anti-Discrimination Act which provides that one of my functions as Commissioner is to: 

“Examine practices, alleged practices or proposed practices of a person, at the 
Commissioner’s own initiative or when required by the Minister, to determine whether they 
are, or would be, inconsistent with the purposes of this Act, and, when required by the 
Minister, to report the results of the examination to the Minister.” 

The examination should address the ongoing issues so well highlighted by the Royal 
Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody.  It should consider the systemic 
disadvantage of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in the criminal justice 
system and look for ways to address these issues including through the empowerment 
and self-determination of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.  My request to 
fund an appropriately qualified expert for a period of 6 months still has not received a 
response, some 4 months after sending my letter. 

                                       
32 Allison & Cunneen, at 661-2 
33 Allison & Cunneen, at 662 
34 See: 
http://www.justice.vic.gov.au/home/your+rights/indigenous+victorians/aboriginal+justice/initiatives+of+t
he+victorian+aboriginal+justice+agreement  
35 If this was going to Govt i would also include that the Local Implementation Plans being developed 
for TGTs and RSD sites are inadequate, although they include the community safety element, they 
don’t focus on justice or upskill Aboriginal participants to effectively engage and contribute to their 
development. 
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8.  Conclusion  
 
Steps must be taken to make the justice system more responsive to the needs of 
Aboriginal people. Such steps will also have positive implications for community safety.  
 
The NT’s tough on crime approach of the last decade has not worked. Mandatory 
sentencing has not worked. Jailing more people has not made the community safer. 
Recidivism statistics show that putting people in jail makes it more likely that they will end 
up back in jail.  
 
As mentioned previously, Judges and magistrates should be allowed to go about their 
duties without political interference.  They occasionally get things wrong and sentence too 
leniently or too harshly, but generally they do a good job in balancing punishment, 
rehabilitation and community expectations.  Any errors can be corrected through the 
appeals process. 
 
It is disappointing to witness the systemic discrimination that is rampant in the NT justice 
system. This is evident through the statistics but also is told through the tragic individual 
stories of Aboriginal people who have suffered from being caught in the system.  Rather 
than accept the tired claim that more Aboriginal people are in the criminal justice system 
because more of us commit crimes, there needs to be recognition that crime often is the 
consequence of past and present policies.  We are not inherently more criminal. 
 
The RCIADIC produced a landmark report on the relationship between Indigenous 
persons and the criminal justice system throughout Australia. In considering the 99 lives 
that were the subject of the Inquiry, it offered a tragic portrait of the life histories and of the 
deaths examined as well as a distillation of the common themes in those stories. The 
Report provided 339 recommendations aimed at reducing Indigenous overrepresentation 
at all stages of the criminal justice system. 
 
One way to ensure that these recommendations are not forgotten is to undertake an 
Inquiry of the sort I have just mentioned.  We then could think about taking tangible steps 
to eliminate systemic racism in the criminal justice system, starting with developing a 
comprehensive agreement between the State and the people affected.  This Indigenous 
Justice Agreement would serve as an action plan for dealing with the complex issues 
that impact upon all Territorians.  It would do so by respecting the centrality of Indigenous 
communities for any plan that is seriously meant to improve all of our lives.     
 
 


